
INTRODUCTION TO CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term architecture

 Describe the process of designing and constructing buildings

 Discuss few Architectural works

Definition/Overview:

Architecture: The term architecture can be used to mean a process, a profession or

documentation.

Key Points:

1. Architecture

As a process, architecture is the activity of designing and constructing buildings and other

physical structures by a person or a machine, primarily done to provide socially purposeful

shelter. A wider definition often includes the design of the total built environment, from the

macro level of how a building integrates with its surrounding man made landscape to the

micro level of architectural or construction details and, sometimes, furniture. Wider still,

architecture is the activity of designing any kind of system. As a profession, architecture is

the role of those persons or machines providing architectural services. As documentation,

usually based on drawings, architecture defines the structure and/or behavior of a building or

any other kind of system that is to be or has been constructed.

2. Architects
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Architects have as their primary object providing for the spatial and shelter needs of people

in groups of some kind (families, schools, churches, businesses, etc.) by the creative

organization of materials and components in a land- or city-scape, dealing with mass, space,

form, volume, texture, structure, light, shadow, materials, program, and pragmatic elements

such as cost, construction limitations and technology, to achieve an end which is functional,

economical, practical and often with artistic and aesthetic aspects. This distinguishes

architecture from engineering design, which has as its primary object the creative

manipulation of materials and forms using mathematical and scientific principles. Separate

from the design process, architecture is also experienced through the senses, which therefore

gives rise to aural, visual, olfactory, and tactile architecture. As people move through a space,

architecture is experienced as a time sequence. Even though our culture considers

architecture to be a visual experience, the other senses play a role in how we experience both

natural and built environments. Attitudes towards the senses depend on culture. The design

process and the sensory experience of a space are distinctly separate views, each with its own

language and assumptions.

3. Architectural works

Architectural works are perceived as cultural and political symbols and works of art.

Historical civilizations are often known primarily through their architectural achievements.

Such buildings as the pyramids of Egypt and the Roman Colosseum are cultural symbols,

and are an important link in public consciousness, even when scholars have discovered much

about a past civilization through other means. Cities, regions and cultures continue to identify

themselves with (and are known by) their architectural monuments. The primary application

of the word "architecture" pertains to the built environment, by extension, the term has come

to denote the art and discipline of creating an actual (or inferring an implied or apparent) plan

of any complex object or system. The term can be used to connote the implied architecture of

mathematics or of abstract things such as music, the apparent architecture of natural things,

such as geological formations or the structure of biological cells, or explicitly planned

architectures of human-made things such as software, computers, enterprises, and databases,

in addition to buildings. In every usage, an architecture may be seen as a subjective mapping

from a human perspective (that of the user in the case of abstract or physical artifacts) to the
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elements or components of some kind of structure or system, which preserves the

relationships among the elements or components.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Statics

 Describe Newton's second law in relation to physics

 Discuss about Hydrostatics and its usage

Definition/Overview:

Statics: Statics is the branch of physics concerned with the analysis of loads (force,

torque/moment) on physical systems in static equilibrium, that is, in a state where the relative

positions of subsystems do not vary over time, or where components and structures are at rest

under the action of external forces of equilibrium. In other words it is how forces are transmitted

through the members in an object such as a crane from where it is applied on the object, the

hanging end, to where it is supported from, the base of the crane. When in static equilibrium, the

system is either at rest, or moving at constant velocity through its center of mass.

Key Points:

1. Newton's second law

By Newton's second law, this situation implies that the net force and net torque (also known

as moment) on every body in the system is zero, meaning that for every force bearing upon a

member, there must be an equal and opposite force. From this constraint, such quantities as
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stress or pressure can be derived. The net forces equalling zero is known as the first condition

for equilibrium, and the net torque equalling zero is known as the second condition for

equilibrium..

2. Statics

Statics is thoroughly used in the analysis of structures, for instance in architectural and

structural engineering. Strength of materials is a related field of mechanics that relies heavily

on the application of static equilibrium.

3. Hydrostatics

Hydrostatics, also known as fluid statics, is the study of fluids at rest. This analyzes systems

in static equilibrium which involve forces due to mechanical fluids. The characteristic of any

fluid at rest is that the force exerted on any particle of the fluid is the same in every direction.

If the force is unequal the fluid will move in the direction of the resulting force. This concept

was first formulated in a slightly extended form by the French mathematician and

philosopher Blaise Pascal in 1647 and would be later known as Pascal's Law. This law has

many important applications in hydraulics. Archimedes, Abū Rayhān al-Bīrūnī, Al-Khazini

and Galileo Galilei were also major figures in the development of hydrostatics.

In economics, "static" analysis has substantially the same meaning as in physics. Since the

time of Paul Samuelson's Foundations of Economic Analysis (1947), the focus has been on

"comparative statics", i.e., the comparison of one static equilibrium to another, with little or

no discussion of the process of going between them except to note the exogenous changes

that caused the movement. In exploration geophysics, "statics" is used as a short form for

"static correction", referring to bulk time shifts of a reflection seismogram to correct for the

variations in elevation and velocity of the seismic pulse through the weathered and

unconsolidated upper layers.

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Structural Properties of Areas

 Describe Stiffness and material properties and geometry

 Discuss the safe design of structures

Definition/Overview:

Structural Properties of Areas: Strength depends upon material properties. The strength of a

material depends on its capacity to withstand axial stress or shear stress. The strength of a

material is measured in force per unit area (Newtons per square millimeter or N/mm, or the

equivalent mega-Pascals or MPa). A structure fails the strength criterion when the stress (force

divided by area of material) induced by the loading is greater than the capacity of the structural

material to resist the load without breaking, or when the strain (percentage extension) is so great

that the element no longer fulfils its function (yield).

Key Points:

1. Stiffness

Stiffness depends upon material properties and geometry. The stiffness of a structural

element of a given material is the product of the material's Young's modulus and the

element's second moment of area. Stiffness is measured in force per unit length (Newtons per

millimeter or N/mm), and is equivalent to the 'force constant' in Hooke's Law. The deflection

of a structure under loading is dependent on its stiffness. The dynamic response of a structure

to dynamic loads (the natural frequency of a structure) is also dependent on its stiffness. In a

structure made up of multiple structural elements, the elements will carry loads in proportion

to their relative stiffness - the stiffer an element, the more load it will attract. A structure is

considered to fail the chosen serviceability criteria if it is insufficiently stiff to have
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acceptably small deflection or dynamic response under loading. The inverse of stiffness is the

flexibility.

2. Safety factors

The safe design of structures requires a design approach which takes account of the statistical

likelihood of the failure of the structure. Structural design codes are based upon the

assumption that both the loads and the material strengths vary with a normal distribution. The

job of the structural engineer is to ensure that the chance of overlap between the distribution

of loads on a structure and the distribution of material strength of a structure is acceptably

small (it is impossible to reduce that chance to zero). It is normal to apply a partial safety

factor to the loads and to the material strengths, to design using 95th percentiles (two

standard deviations from the mean). The safety factor applied to the load will typically

ensure that in 95% of times the actual load will be smaller than the design load, while the

factor applied to the strength ensures that 95% of times the actual strength will be higher than

the design strength. The safety factors for material strength vary depending on the material

and the use it is being put to and on the design codes applicable in the country or region.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Stress And Strain

Properties Of Structural Materials

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Define the term stress and its usage

 Describe StressStrain Curve in detail with examples

 Discuss Steel and Brittle materials and their properties

Definition/Overview:

Stress: Stress is a measure of the average amount of force exerted per unit area. It is a measure

of the intensity of the total internal forces acting within a body across imaginary internal

surfaces, as a reaction to external applied forces and body forces.

Key Points:

1. StressStrain Curve

During testing of a material sample, the stressstrain curve is a graphical representation of the

relationship between stress, derived from measuring the load applied on the sample, and

strain, derived from measuring the deformation of the sample, i.e. elongation, compression,

or distortion. The nature of the curve varies from material to material. The following

diagrams illustrate the stressstrain behavior of typical materials in terms of the engineering

stress and engineering strain where the stress and strain are calculated based on the original

dimensions of the sample and not the instantaneous values.

2. Steel

Steel generally exhibits a very linear stressstrain relationship up to a well defined yield point.

The linear portion of the curve is the elastic region and the slope is the modulus of elasticity

or Young's Modulus. After the yield point the curve typically decreases slightly due to

dislocations escaping from Cottrell atmospheres. As deformation continues the stress

increases due to strain hardening until it reaches the ultimate strength. Until this point the

cross-sectional area decreases uniformly due to Poisson contractions. However, beyond this

point a neck forms where the local cross-sectional area decreases more quickly than the rest
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of the sample resulting in an increase in the true stress. On an engineering stressstrain curve

this is seen as a decrease in the stress. Conversely, if the curve is plotted in terms of true

stress and true strain the stress will continue to rise until failure. Eventually the neck becomes

unstable and the specimen ruptures (fractures). Less ductile materials such as aluminum and

medium to high carbon steels do not have a well-defined yield point. For these materials the

yield strength is typically determined by the "offset yield method", by which a line is drawn

parallel to the linear elastic portion of the curve and intersecting the abscissa at some

arbitrary value (most commonly 0.2%). The intersection of this line and the stressstrain curve

is reported as the yield point.

3. Brittle materials

Brittle materials such as ceramics do not have a yield point. For these materials the rupture

strength and the ultimate strength are the same, therefore the stress-strain curve would consist

of only the elastic region, followed by a failure of the material.

3.1. Properties

The area underneath the stressstrain curve is the toughness of the materialthe energy

the material can absorb prior to rupture. The resilience of the material is the triangular

area underneath the elastic region of the curve.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term structural materials

 Discuss the properties and uses of structural materials

 Describe the Common structural materials like wrought iron etc.
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Definition/Overview:

Structural materials: Structural materials are Construction materials which, because of their

ability to withstand external forces, are considered in the design of a structural framework.

Structural engineering: Structural engineering depends on the knowledge of materials and their

properties, in order to understand how different materials support and resist loads.

Key Points:

1. Structural Materials

Common structural materials are:

 Iron

 Wrought iron

1.1. Wrought iron

Wrought iron is the simplest form of iron, and is almost pure iron (typically less than

0.15% carbon). It usually contains some slag. Its uses are almost entirely obsolete,

and it is no longer commercially produced. Wrought iron is very poor in fires. It is

ductile, malleable and tough. It does not corrode as easily as steel.

1.2. Cast iron

Cast iron is a brittle form of iron which is weaker in tension than in compression. It

has a relatively low melting point, good fluidity, castability, excellent machinability

and wear resistance. Though almost entirely replaced by steel in building structures,
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cast irons have become an engineering material with a wide range of applications,

including pipes, machine and car parts. Cast iron retains high strength in fires, despite

its low melting point. It is usually around 95% iron, with between 2.1-4% carbon and

between 1-3% silicon. It does not corrode as easily as steel.

1.3. Steel

The 630 foot (192 m) high, stainless-clad (type 304) Gateway Arch in Saint Louis, Missouri.

2. Steel and Structural steel

2.1. Steel frame

Steel is a iron alloy with between 0.2 and 1.7% carbon. Steel is used extremely

widely in all types of structures, due to its relatively low cost, high strength to weight

ratio and speed of construction. Steel is a ductile material, which will behave

elastically until it reaches yield (point 2 on the stress-strain curve), when it becomes

plastic and will fail in a ductile manner (large strains, or extensions, before failure at

point 3 on the curve). Steel is equally strong in tension and compression. Steel is very

weak in fires, and must be protected in most buildings. Because of its high strength to

weight ratio, steel buildings typically have low thermal mass, and require more

energy to heat (or cool) than similar concrete buildings. The elastic modulus of steel

is approximately 205 GPa Steel is very prone to corrosion (rust).

2.2. Stainless steel

Stainless steel is an iron-carbon alloy with a minimum of 10.5% chromium content.

There are different types of stainless steel, containing different proportions of iron,

carbon, molybdenum, nickel. It has similar structural properties to steel, although its

strength varies significantly. It is rarely used for primary structure, and more for

architectural finishes and building cladding. It is highly resistant to corrosion and

staining.
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2.3. Concrete

2.4. Concrete and Reinforced concrete

Concrete is used extremely widely in building and civil engineering structures, due to

its low cost, flexibility, durability and high strength. It also has high resistance to fire.

Concrete is brittle material, which is very strong in compression and very weak in

tension. It behaves non-linearly at all times. Because it has essentially zero strength in

tension, it is almost always used as reinforced concrete, a composite material. It is a

mixture of sand, aggregate, cement and water. It is placed in a mould, or form, as a

liquid, and then it sets (goes off), due to a chemical reaction between the water and

cement. The reaction produces a significant amount of heat. Concrete increases in

strength continually from the day it is cast. It shrinks over time as it dries out, and

deforms over time due to a phenomenon called creep. Its strength depends highly on

how it is mixed, poured, cast, compacted and cured (kept wet while setting). It can be

cast into any shape that a form can be made for. Its color, quality and finish depend

upon the complexity of the structure, the material used for the form and the skill of

the pourer. Concrete is a non-linear, non-elastic material, and will fail suddenly, with

a brittle failure, unless adequate reinforced with steel. An "under-reinforced" concrete

element will fail with a ductile manner, as the steel will fail before the concrete. An

"over-reinforced" element will fail suddenly, as the concrete will fail first. Reinforced

concrete elements should be designed to be under-reinforced so users of the structure

will receive warning of impending collapse.

The elastic modulus of concrete can vary widely and depends on the concrete mix,

age and quality, as well as the on the type and duration of loading applied to it. It is

usually taken as approximately 25 GPa for long-term loads once it has attained its full
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strength (usually considered to be at 28 days after casting). It is taken as

approximately 38 GPa for very short-term loading, such as footfalls. Concrete has

very favorable properties in fire - it is not adversely affected by fire until it reaches

very high temperatures. It also has very high mass, so it is good for providing sound

insulation and heat retention (leading to lower energy requirements for the heating of

concrete buildings). This is offset by the fact that producing and transporting concrete

is very energy intensive.

2.5. Aluminum

Stress vs. Strain curve is a typical of aluminum it denotes its:

 Ultimate strength

 Yield strength

 Proportional Limit Stress

 Rupture

2.5.1. Aluminum and Aluminum alloy

Aluminum is a soft, lightweight, malleable metal. The yield strength of pure

aluminum is 711 MPa, while aluminum alloys have yield strengths ranging

from 200 MPa to 600 MPa. Aluminum has about one-third the density and

stiffness of steel. It is ductile, and easily machined, cast, and extruded.

Corrosion resistance is excellent due to a thin surface layer of aluminum oxide

that forms when the metal is exposed to air, effectively preventing further

oxidation. The strongest aluminum alloys are less corrosion resistant due to

galvanic reactions with alloyed copper. Aluminum is used in some building

structures (mainly in facades) and very widely in aircraft engineering because

of its good strength to weight ratio. It is a relatively expensive material. In

aircraft it is gradually being replaced by carbon composite materials.
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2.6. Composites

Composite materials are used increasingly in vehicles and aircraft structures, and to

some extent in other structures. They are increasingly used in bridges, especially for

conservation of old structures such as Coalport cast iron bridge built in 1818.

Composites are often anisotropic (they have different material properties in different

directions) as they can be laminar materials. They most often behave non-linearly and

will fail in a brittle manner when overloaded. They provide extremely good strength

to weight ratios, but are also very expensive. The manufacturing processes, which are

often extrusion, do not currently provide the economical flexibility that concrete or

steel provide. The most commonly used in structural applications are glass-reinforced

plastics.

2.7. Masonry

2.8. Masonry

Masonry has been used in structures for hundreds of years, and can take the form of

stone, brick or block-work. Masonry is very strong in compression but cannot carry

tension (because the mortar between bricks or blocks is unable to carry tension).

Because it cannot carry tension, it also cannot carry bending, so masonry walls

become unstable at relatively small heights. High masonry structures require

stabilization against lateral loads from buttresses (as with the flying buttresses seen in

many European medieval churches) or from wind-posts. Historically masonry was

constructed with no mortar or with lime mortar. In modern times cement based

mortars are used. Since the widespread use of concrete, stone is rarely used as a

primary structural material, often only appearing as a cladding, because of its cost and
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the high skills needed to produce it. Brick and concrete block-work have taken its

place. Masonry, like concrete, has good sound insulation properties and high thermal

mass, but is generally less energy intensive to produce. It is just as energy intensive as

concrete to transport.

2.9. Timber

Timber is the oldest of structural materials, and though mainly supplanted by steel,

masonry and concrete, it is still used in a significant number of buildings. The

properties of timber are non-linear and very variable, depending on the quality,

treatment of wood and type of wood supplied. The design of wooden structures is

based almost entirely on empirical evidence. Wood is strong in tension and

compression, but can be weak in bending due to its fibrous structure. Wood is

relatively good in fire as it chars, which provides the wood in the centre of the

element with some protection and allows the structure to retain some strength for a

reasonable length of time.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Shear And Moment

Flexural Stresses

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 3.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Shear and Moment

 Describe Shear and bending moment diagrams

 Discuss normal convention and concrete design convention with respect to construction

Definition/Overview:

Shear: A shear stress is defined as a stress which is applied parallel or tangential to a face of a

material, as opposed to a normal stress which is applied perpendicularly.

Moment: The term "moment" can refer to many different concepts:

 Moment of force (often just moment) is a synonym for torque, an important basic concept in

physics, civil engineering, and mechanical engineering. In the context of mechanical

engineering, the terms are not necessarily interchangeable, but one or the other may be preferred

in a specific context. For example, "torque" is usually used to describe a rotational force down a

shaft, for example a turning screw-driver, whereas "moment" is more often used to describe a

bending force on a beam.

1. Moment arm is a quantity used when calculating torque. See the article torque.

2. The Principle of moments is a theorem concerning torques. See the article torque.

 Moment of a vector is a generalization of the moment of force. The moment M of a vector B

about the point A is

Where is the vector from point A to the position where quantity B is applied and represents

the cross product of the vectors. Thus M can be referred to as "the moment M with respect to the

axis that goes through the point A", or simply "the moment M around A". If A is the origin, or,
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informally, if the axis involved is clear from context, one often omits A and says simply

moment. When B is the force, the moment of force is the torque as defined above.

Key Points:

1. Shear And Bending Moment Diagrams

Shear and bending moment diagrams are analytical tools used in conjunction with structural

analysis to help perform structural design by determining the value of shear force and

bending moment at a given point of an element. Using these diagrams the type and size of a

member of a given material can be easily determined. Another application of shear and

moment diagrams is that the deflection can be easily determined using either the moment

area method or the conjugate beam method. Although these conventions are relative and any

convention can be used if stated explicitly, practicing engineers have adopted a standard

convention used in design practices.

2. Normal Convention

The normal convention used in most engineering applications is to label a positive shear

force one that spins an element clockwise (up on the left, and down on the right). Likewise

the normal convention for a positive bending moment is to warp the element in a "u" shape

manner (Clockwise on the left, and counterclockwise on the right).

This convention was selected to simplify the analysis of beams. Since a horizontal member is

usually analyzed from left to right and positive in the vertical direction is normally taken to

be up, the positive shear convention was chosen to be up from the left, and to make all

drawings consistent down from the right. The positive bending convention was chosen such

that a positive shear force would tend to create a positive moment.

3. Concrete Design Convention
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An exception to using the normal convention is used when designing concrete structures.

Since concrete is weak in tension the most important part of designing a member with a high

bending moment is to show whether the top or bottom of the concrete member is in tension.

Because of this the positive moment diagram is alway drawn such that the tension on top is

defined to be positive. This is opposite of the normal convention. The shear convention for

reinforced concrete remains the same as the normal convention.

4. Vertical and Angled Members

For vertical members deciding the convention is to start from the bottom and move up in the

same way that horizontal members start from the left and move to the right. In this way a

force pushing to the left from the bottom will inspire a positive shear moment which will also

be drawn to the left. For angled members if there is a conflict of interest between the normal

convention and the vertical convention most often an engineer will follow the normal or

horizontal reaction but either can be followed and the engineer should make note of which

convention they are following. For concrete in either vertical or angled members the shear

diagrams are drawn as stated above but the moment diagram should be drawn to show which

side the tension of the member will be on.

5. Procedure

There are three major steps to constructing the shear and moment diagrams. The first is to

construct a loading diagram, the second is to calculate the shear force and the bending

moment as a function of the position of the beam, and the third is to draw the shear and

moment diagrams.

6. Loading Diagram

A loading diagram shows all loads applied to the beam which includes the service loads as

well as the reaction loads. The service loads are loads put on the building during its use these

include dead, live, roof live, snow, wind, earthquake, and other types of loads. In practice

these loads are factored in a way such that they place the maximum reasonable stresses on a
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structure. From the service loads and the structural configuration the reaction loads can be

determined using one several structural analysis methods including finite element method

and static analysis. Once the reaction loads have been determined the loading diagram can be

drawn.

7. Calculating the Shear and Moment

With the loading diagram drawn the next step is to find the value of the shear force and

moment at any given point along the element. For a horizontal beam one way to perform this

is at any point to "chop off" the right end of the beam and calculate the internal shear force

needed to keep the left portion of the beam in static equilibrium. That internal shear force is

the value of the shear force needed to plot on the shear diagram. The moment is done in

similar method by "chopping off" one end and calculating the bending moment at that point

but will generally be more complicated. Both the shear and moment functions should be

written as stepwise functions with respect to position on the beam.

8. Drawing the Shear and Moment Diagrams

After the value of the shear force and bending moment diagram are defined for all regions of

the member the diagrams can finally be drawn. Important positions where maximum or

minimum values of shear force or bending moment occur should be dimensioned from one

end of the member noted with a dimension. Normally the shear diagram is drawn directly

below the loading diagram with the moment diagram drawn directly beneath the shear

diagram to show which points on the shear and moment diagrams line up with the different

loadings that the member is subjected to. The step functions and any calculations are usually

written out below the shear and moment diagrams.

9. Relationships between Load, Shear, and Moment Diagrams

Since this method can easily become unnecessarily complicated with relatively simple

problems, it can be quite helpful to understand different relations between the loading, shear,

and moment diagram. The first of these is the relationship between a distributed load on the
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loading diagram and the shear diagram. Since a distributed load varies the shear load

according to its magnitude it can be derived that the slope of the shear diagram is equal to the

magnitude of the distributed load. Relationship between distributed load and shear force

magnitude can be shown as:

Some direct results of this is that a shear diagram will have a point change in magnitude if a

point load is applied to a member, and a linearly varying shear magnitude as a result of a

constant distributed load. Similarly it can be shown that the slope of the moment diagram at a

given point is equal to the magnitude of the shear diagram at that distance. Relationship

between distributed shear force and bending moment can be shown as:

A direct result of this is that at every point the shear diagram crosses zero the moment

diagram will have a local maximum or minimum. Also if the shear diagram is zero over a

length of the member, the moment diagram will have a constant value over that length. By

calculus it can be shown that a point load will lead to a linearly varying moment diagram,

and a constant distributed load will lead to a quadratic moment diagram.

10. Practical Considerations

In practical applications the entire stepwise function is rarely written out. The only parts of

the stepwise function that would be written out would be the moment equations in a

nonlinear portion of the moment diagram exists. This occurs whenever a distributed load is

applied to the member. For constant portions the value of the shear and/or moment diagrams

is written right on the diagram, and for linearly varying portions of a member the beginning

value, end value, and slope or the portion of the member are all that is required.

Example/Case Study:

Example of Shear and Moment Diagrams
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The example below includes a point load, a distributed load, and an applied moment. The

supports include both hinged supports and a fixed end support. The first drawing is the situation

of the element. The second drawing is the loading diagram with the reaction values given

without the calculations shown. The third drawing is the shear force diagram and the fourth

drawing is the bending moment diagram. For the bending moment diagram the normal sign

convention was used. Below the moment diagram is the stepwise functions for the shear force

and bending moment with the functions expanded to show the effects of each loading on the

shear and bending functions.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term stress and strain

 Describe the SI unit of stress in detail

 Discuss tensor and axial stress

Definition/Overview:

Stress: Stress is a measure of the average amount of force exerted per unit area. It is a measure

of the intensity of the total internal forces acting within a body across imaginary internal

surfaces, as a reaction to external applied forces and body forces. It was introduced into the

theory of elasticity by Cauchy around 1822. Stress is a concept that is based on the concept of

continuum. In general, stress is expressed as:

Where,

is the average stress, also called engineering or nominal stress, and

is the force acting over the area .
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Strain: Deformation is the change in shape and/or size of a continuum body after it undergoes a

displacement between an initial or un-deformed configuration , at time , and a

current or deformed configuration , at the current time .

Key Points:

1. Stress Unit

The SI unit for stress is the Pascal (symbol Pa), which is a shorthand name for one Newton

(Force) per square meter (Unit Area). The unit for stress is the same as that of pressure,

which is also a measure of Force per unit area. Engineering quantities are usually measured

in mega-pascals (MPa) or giga-pascals (GPa). In Imperial units, stress is expressed in

pounds-force per square inch (psi) or kilo-pounds-force per square inch (ksi). As with force,

stress cannot be measured directly but is usually inferred from measurements of strain and

knowledge of elastic properties of the material. Devices capable of measuring stress

indirectly in this way are strain gauges and piezoresistors. In its full form, linear stress is a

rank-two tensor quantity, and may be represented as a 3x3 matrix.

2. Tensor

A tensor may be seen as a linear vector operator - it takes a given vector and produces

another vector as a result. In the case of the stress tensor, it takes the vector normal to any

area element and yields the force (or "traction") acting on that area element. In matrix

notation:

where is the vector normal to a surface area element with a length equal to the area of the

surface element, and is the force vector (or traction vector) acting on that element. Using

index notation, we can eliminate the summation sign, since all sums will be the same over

repeated indices. Thus:
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Just as it is the case with a vector (which is actually a rank-one tensor), the matrix

components of a tensor depend upon the particular coordinate system chosen. As with a

vector, there are certain invariants associated with the stress tensor, whose value does not

depend upon the coordinate system chosen (or the area element upon which the stress tensor

operates). For a vector, there is only one invariant - the length. For a tensor, there are three -

the eigen-values of the stress tensor, which are called the principal stresses. It is important to

note that the only physically significant parameters of the stress tensor are its invariants,

since they are not dependent upon the choice of the coordinate system used to describe the

tensor. If we choose a particular surface area element, we may divide the force vector by the

area (stress vector) and decompose it into two parts: normal component acting normal to the

stressed surface, and a shear component, acting parallel to the stressed surface.

3. Axial Stress

An axial stress is a normal stress produced when a force acts parallel to the major axis of a

body, e.g. column. If the forces pull the body producing an elongation, it is termed tensile

force. If on the other hand the forces push the body reducing its length, it is termed

compressive stresses. Bending stresses, e.g. produced on a bent beam, are a combination of

tensile and compressive stresses. Torsional stresses, e.g. produced on twisted shafts, are

shearing stresses. In the above description, little distinction is drawn between the "stress" and

the "stress vector" since the body which is being stressed provides a particular coordinate

system in which to discuss the effects of the stress.

The distinction between "normal" and "shear" stresses is slightly different when considered

independently of any coordinate system. The stress tensor yields a stress vector for a surface

area element at any orientation, and this stress vector may be decomposed into normal and

shear components. The normal part of the stress vector averaged over all orientations of the

surface element yields an invariant value, and is known as the hydrostatic pressure.

Mathematically it is equal to the average value of the principal stresses (or, equivalently, the

trace of the stress tensor divided by three). The normal stress tensor is then the product of the

hydrostatic pressure and the unit tensor. Subtracting the normal stress tensor from the stress
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tensor gives what may be called the shear tensor. These two quantities are true tensors with

physical significance, and their nature is independent of any coordinate system chosen to

describe them. In fact, the extended Hooke's law is basically the statement that each of these

two tensors is proportional to its strain tensor counterpart, and the two constants of

proportionality (elastic moduli) are independent of each other. Note that In rheology, the

normal stress tensor is called extensional stress, and in acoustics is called longitudinal stress.

Solids, liquids and gases have stress fields. Static fluids support normal stress but will flow

under shear stress. Moving viscous fluids can support shear stress (dynamic pressure). Solids

can support both shear and normal stress, with ductile materials failing under shear and

brittle materials failing under normal stress. All materials have temperature dependent

variations in stress related properties, and non-Newtonian materials have rate-dependent

variations.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Shearing Stresses

Deflection And Indeterminate Beams

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 4.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Shear stress with respect to construction

 Derive Shear stress formula
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Definition/Overview:

Shear stress: A Shear stress, denoted (tau), is defined as a stress which is applied parallel or

tangential to a face of a material, as opposed to a normal stress which is applied perpendicularly.

Key Points:

1. Shear Stress Formula

The formula to calculate a shear stress is:

Where:

τ = The shear stress, measured in Pascal

F = The force applied, measured in Newtons

A = The area to which the force is applied, measured in square meters.

2. Other Forms of Shear Stress

2.1. Beam shear

The formula for shear stress in a beam is:

,

Where,

V = shear force at that location

Q = statical moment of area

t = thickness in the material perpendicular to the shear

I = second moment of area of the cross section.
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This formula is also known as the Jourawski formula.

2.2. Semi-monocoque shear

Shear stresses within a semi-monocoque structure may be calculated by idealizing the

cross-section of the structure into a set of stringers (carrying only axial loads) and

webs (carrying only shear flows). Dividing the shear flow by the thickness of a given

portion of the semi-monocoque structure yields the shear stress. Thus, the maximum

shear stress will occur either in the web of maximum shear flow or minimum

thickness.

Also constructions in soil can fail due to shear; e.g., the weight of an earth-filled dam

or dike may cause the subsoil to collapse, like a small landslide. Shear stress is

relevant to the motion of fluids upon surfaces, which result in the generation of shear

stress. Particularly, the laminar fluid flow over the surface has a zero velocity and

shear stress occurs between the zero-velocity surface and the higher-velocity flow

away from the surface

2.3. Impact Shear

The maximum shear stress created in a solid round bar subject to impact is given.

The equation is

Where,

U = Change in Kinetic Energy

G = Shear Modulus

V = Volume of Rod

And,
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= Mass Moment of Inertia

= Angular Speed

2.4. Shear stress in fluids

A viscous, Newtonian fluid (including air and water) moving along a solid boundary

will incur a shear stress on that boundary. The no-slip condition dictates that the

speed of the fluid at the boundary (relative to the boundary) is 0, but at some height

from the boundary the flow speed must equal that of the fluid. The region between

these two points is aptly named the boundary layer. The shear stress is imparted onto

the boundary as a result of this loss of velocity and can be expressed as:

Where,

μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid,

u is the velocity of the fluid along the boundary, and

y is the height of the boundary.

3. Diverging fringe shear stress sensor

This relationship can be exploited to measure the wall shear stress. If a sensor could directly

measure the gradient of the velocity profile at the wall, then multiplying by the dynamic

viscosity would yield the shear stress. Such a sensor was demonstrated by A. A. Naqwi and

W. C. Reynolds. The interference pattern generated by sending a beam of light through two

parallel slits forms a network of linearly diverging fringes that seem to originate from the

plane of the two slits As a particle in a fluid passes through the fringes, a receiver detects the

reflection of the fringe pattern. The signal can be processed, and knowing the fringe angle,

the height and velocity of the particle can be extrapolated.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Beam in construction terminology

 Describe the properties of beam

 Discuss the magnitude of the bending moment

Definition/Overview:

Beam: A beam is a structural element that is capable of withstanding load primarily by resisting

bending. The bending force induced into the material of the beam as a result of the external

loads, own weight and external reactions to these loads is called a bending moment.

Key Points:

1. Beam

Beams generally carry vertical gravitational forces but can also be used to carry horizontal

loads (i.e., loads due to an earthquake or wind). The loads carried by a beam are transferred

to columns, walls, or girders, which then transfer the force to adjacent structural compression

members. In Light frame construction the joists rest on the beam. Beams are characterized by

their profile (the shape of their cross-section), their length, and their material. In

contemporary construction, beams are typically made of steel, reinforced concrete, or wood.

One of the most common types of steel beam is the I-beam or wide-flange beam (also known

as a "universal beam" or, for stouter sections, a "universal column"). This is commonly used
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in steel-frame buildings and bridges. Other common beam profiles are the C-channel, the

hollow structural section beam, the pipe, and the angle.

2. Magnitude of The Bending Moment

The magnitude of the bending moment along the length of a beam varies depending on the

loading on the beam and the location and type of supports on which the beam is located.

Typically the bending moment is calculated by making an imaginary cut through the beam

where the bending moment and shear force in the beam are required to be calculated. The

application and mathematical manipulation of Newton's Laws to tiny elements of material at

the cut reveal the existence of the bending moment in the beam. A positive bending moment

induces compressive forces above the so called neutral axis, while tesile forces are induced in

the material below the neutral axis. The compressive and tensile forces result in shortening

and lengthening of the material respectively above and below the neutral axis resulting in the

characteristic bending found in beams

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Beam Design And Framing

Elastic Buckling Of Columns

Trusses

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 5.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Define the term Beam Design and Framing

 Describe the types of framing

 Discuss the advantages and structures of beam and framing

Definition/Overview:

Framing: Timber framing (German: Fachwerk), or Half-timbering, is the method of creating

framed structures of heavy timber jointed together with pegged mortise and tenon joints.

Key Points:

1. Timber beam and framing

One of the first people to use the term half-timbered was Mary Martha Sherwood (1775-

1851) who employed it in her book The Lady of the Manor, published in several volumes

from 1823-1829. She uses the term picturesquely: passing through a gate in a quickset hedge,

we arrived at the porch of an old half-timbered cottage, where an aged man and woman

received us. It is not a term she uses generally for all timber-framed buildings, for elsewhere

she writes: an old cottage, half hid by the pool-dam, built with timber, painted black, and

with white stucco, and altogether presenting a ruinous and forlorn appearance. By 1842, the

term had found its way into The Encyclopedia of Architecture by Joseph Gwilt (1784-1863).

2. The structure

Timber framing is the method of creating framed structures of heavy timber jointed together

with pegged mortise and tenon joints (lengthening scarf joints and lap joints are also used).

Diagonal bracing is used to prevent racking of the structure. To deal with the variable sizes

and shapes of hewn and sawn timbers the two main historical layout methods used were:
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scribe carpentry and square rule carpentry. Scribing was used throughout Europe, especially

from the 12th century to the 19th century, and was brought to North America where it was

common into the early 19th century. In a scribe frame every timber will only fit in one place

so that every timber has to be numbered. Square rule carpentry developed in New England in

the 18th century and features housed joints in main timbers to allow for interchangeable

braces and girts. Today regularized timber can mean that timber framing is treated as joinery

especially when cut by large CNC (computer numerical control) machines. To finish the

walls, the spaces between the timbers were often infilled with wattle-and-daub, brick or

rubble, with plastered faces on the exterior and interior which were often ceiled with

wainscoting for insulation and warmth. This method of infilling the spaces created the half-

timbered style, with the timbers of the frame being visible both inside and outside the

building.

3. Jetties

Where the house-owner could afford it, the more expensive technique of jettying was

incorporated in the construction of the house. Home owners were taxed on their ground-floor

square footage; jettying allows higher stories to have larger square footage than the ground

floor. A jetty is an upper floor that depends on a cantilever system in which a horizontal

beam, the jetty bressummer, on which the wall above rests, projects outward beyond the floor

below.

4. Timbers

Historically the timbers would have been hewn square using a felling axe and finish surfaced

with a broad axe. If required, smaller timbers were ripsawn from the hewn baulks using

pitsaws or frame saws. Today it is more common for timbers to be bandsawn and the timbers

may sometimes be machine planed on all four sides.

4.1. Vertical Timbers

The vertical timbers include:

 posts (main supports at corners and other major uprights),

 studs (subsidiary upright limbs in framed walls), for example, close studding
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4.2. Horizontal Timbers

The horizontal timbers include:

 sill-beams (also called ground-sills or sole-pieces, at the bottom of a wall into

which posts and studs are fitted using tenons),

 noggin-pieces (the horizontal timbers forming the tops and bottoms of the

frames of infill-panels),

 wall-plates (at the top of timber-framed walls that support the trusses and

joists of the roof)

When jettying, horizontal elements can include:

 the jetty bressummer (or breastsummer), the main sill on which the projecting

wall above rests and which stretches across the whole width of the jetty wall.

The bressummer is itself cantilevered forward beyond the wall below

 the dragon-beam which runs diagonally from one corner to another, and

supports the corner posts above and is supported by the corner posts below

 the jetty beams or joists which conform to the greater dimensions of the floor

above but rest at right angles on the jetty-plates that conform to the shorter

dimensions of the floor below. The jetty beams are morticed at 45 into the

sides of the dragon beams. They are the main constituents of the cantilever

system and they determine how far the jetty projects

 the jetty-plates, designed to carry the jetty beams. The jetty plates themselves

are supported by the corner posts of the recessed floor below

4.3. Sloping Timbers

The sloping timbers include:

 trusses (the slanting timbers forming the triangular framework at gables and

roof),

 braces (slanting beams giving extra support between horizontal or vertical

members of the timber frame),
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 herringbone bracing (a decorative and supporting style of frame, usually at 45

to the upright and horizontal directions of the frame).

5. Modern features

Porch of a modern timber framed home

It is in the United States and Canada, however, that the art of timber frame construction has

been revived since the 1970s, and is now experiencing a thriving renaissance of the ancient

skills. This is largely due to such practitioners as Steve Chappell, Jack Sobon and Tedd

Benson who studied old plans and techniques and revived the technique that had been long

neglected. Timber framed structures differ from conventional wood framed buildings in

several ways. Timber framing uses fewer, larger wooden members, commonly using timbers

with dimensions in the range of 15 to 30 cm (6" to 12") as opposed to common wood framing

which uses many more timbers with their dimensions usually in the 5 to 25 cm (2" to 10")

range.

The methods of fastening the frame members also differ, in conventional framing the

members are joined using nails or other mechanical fasteners while timber framing uses

mortice and tenon or more complex joints which are usually fastened using only wooden

pegs. Recently, it has become common to surround the timber structure entirely in

manufactured panels, such as SIPs (Structural Insulating Panels). This method of enclosure

means that the timbers can only be seen from inside the building, but has the benefits of

being less complex to build and offering more efficient heat insulation. Structural Insulated

Panels are a sandwich construction of two rigid composite materials usually wood based like

OSB or plywood with a foamed insulating material in between either by gluing billets as in

EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) or foamed and formed in place with polyurethane. The

advantage of this for timber framing in the modern world is less of a dependency on bracing

and auxiliary members like minor joists and rafters as the panels can span a considerable

distance and greatly increase the stiffness of the timber frame itself. Alternative ways include
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the use of straw bale construction. The straw bales are stacked for the walls with various

finishes applied to the interior and exterior such as stucco and plaster. This appeal to the

traditionalist and the environmentalist as this is using "found" materials to build.

6. History and traditions

The techniques used in timber framing date back thousands of years, and have been used in

many parts of the world during various periods such as ancient Japan, Europe and medieval

England. Half-timbered construction in the Northern European vernacular building style is

characteristic of medieval and early modern Denmark, England, Germany and parts of

France, in localities where timber was in good supply and building stone and the skills to

work it were in short supply. In half-timbered construction timbers that were riven in half

provided the complete skeletal framing of the building. Some Roman carpentry preserved in

anoxic layers of clay at Romano-British villa sites demonstrate that sophisticated Roman

carpentry had all the necessary techniques for this construction. The earliest surviving

(French) half-timbered buildings date from the 12th century.

7. The English tradition

Some of the earliest known timber houses in Europe have been found in Scotland and

England, dating to Neolithic times; Balbridie and Fengate are some of the rare examples of

these constructions. Molded plaster ornamentation, pargetting further enriched some English

Tudor houses. Half-timbering is characteristic of English vernacular architecture in East

Anglia, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire, and Cheshire, where one

of the most elaborate surviving English examples of half-timbered construction is Little

Moreton Hall. In South Yorkshire, the oldest timber house in Sheffield, the "Bishops' House"

c.1500, shows traditional half-timbered construction. In the Weald of Kent and Sussex, the

half-timbered structure of the Wealden house, consisted of an open hall with bays on either
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side and often jettied upper floors. Half-timbered construction went with colonists to North

America in the early 17th century but was soon left behind in New England and the mid-

Atlantic colonies for clapboard facings (another tradition of East Anglia).

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term buckling

 Describe the method to derive the length of a column

 Discuss the formula of column

Definition/Overview:

Buckling: In engineering, buckling is a failure mode characterized by a sudden failure of a

structural member subjected to high compressive stresses, where the actual compressive stresses

at failure are greater than the ultimate compressive stresses that the material is capable of

withstanding. This mode of failure is also described as failure due to elastic instability.

Mathematical analysis of buckling makes use of an axial load eccentricity that introduces a

moment, which does not form part of the primary forces to which the member is subjected.

Key Points:

1. Length Of A Column

The ratio of the effective length of a column to the least radius of gyration of its cross section

is called the slenderness ratio (sometimes expressed with the Greek letter lambda, λ). This
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ratio affords a means of classifying columns. All the following are approximate values used

for convenience.

 A short steel column is one whose slenderness ratio does not exceed 50; an intermediate length

steel column has a slenderness ratio ranging from 50 to 200, while a long steel column may be

assumed to have a slenderness ratio greater than 200.

 A short concrete column is one having a ratio of unsupported length to least dimension of the

cross section not greater than 10. If the ratio is greater than 10, it is a long column (sometimes

referred to as a slender column).

 Timber columns may be classified as short columns if the ratio of the length to least dimension

of the cross section is equal to or less than 10. The dividing line between intermediate and long

timber columns cannot be readily evaluated. One way of defining the lower limit of long timber

columns would be to set it as the smallest value of the ratio of length to least cross sectional area

that would just exceed a certain constant K of the material. Since K depends on the modulus of

elasticity and the allowable compressive stress parallel to the grain, it can be seen that this

arbitrary limit would vary with the species of the timber. The value of K is given in most

structural handbooks.

If the load on a column is applied through the center of gravity of its cross section, it is called

an axial load. A load at any other point in the cross section is known as an eccentric load. A

short column under the action of an axial load will fail by direct compression before it

buckles, but a long column loaded in the same manner will fail by buckling (bending), the

buckling effect being so large that the effect of the direct load may be neglected. The

intermediate-length column will fail by a combination of direct compressive stress and

bending. In 1757, mathematician Leonhard Euler derived a formula that gives the maximum

axial load that a long, slender, ideal column can carry without buckling. An ideal column is

one that is perfectly straight, homogeneous, and free from initial stress. The maximum load,

sometimes called the critical load, causes the column to be in a state of unstable equilibrium;

that is, any increase in the load, or the introduction of the slightest lateral force, will cause the

column to fail by buckling. The Euler formula for columns is:
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Where,

F = maximum or critical force (vertical load on column),

E = modulus of elasticity,

I = area moment of inertia,

l = unsupported length of column,

K = column effective length factor, whose value depends on the conditions of end support of

the column, as follows.

For both ends pinned (hinged, free to rotate), K = 1.0.

For both ends fixed, K = 0.50.

For one end fixed and the other end pinned, K = 1.0/√2.0.

For one end fixed and the other end free to move laterally, K = 2.0.

Examination of this formula reveals the following interesting facts with regard to the load-

bearing ability of columns.

 Elasticity and not compressive strength of the materials of the column determines the critical

load.

 The critical load is directly proportional to the second moment of area of the cross section.

 The boundary conditions have a considerable effect on the critical load of slender columns. The

boundary conditions determine the mode of bending and the distance between inflection points

on the deflected column. The closer together the inflection points are, the higher the resulting

capacity of the column.

The model shows how the boundary conditions affect the critical load of a slender column.

Notice that each of the columns are identical, apart from the boundary conditions. The

strength of a column may therefore be increased by distributing the material so as to increase

the moment of inertia. This can be done without increasing the weight of the column by

distributing the material as far from the principal axes of the cross section as possible, while

keeping the material thick enough to prevent local buckling. This bears out the well-known
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fact that a tubular section is much more efficient than a solid section for column service.

Another bit of information that may be gleaned from this equation is the effect of length on

critical load. For a given size column, doubling the unsupported length quarters the allowable

load. The restraint offered by the end connections of a column also affects the critical load. If

the connections are perfectly rigid, the critical load will be four times that for a similar

column where there is no resistance to rotation (hinged at the ends). Since the moment of

inertia of a surface is its area multiplied by the square of a length called the radius of

gyration, the above formula may be rearranged as follows. Using the Euler formula for

hinged ends, and substituting Ar2 for I, the following formula results:

where F / A is the allowable stress of the column, and l / r is the slenderness ratio. Since

structural columns are commonly of intermediate length, and it is impossible to obtain an

ideal column, the Euler formula on its own has little practical application for ordinary design.

Issues that cause deviation from the pure Euler strut behavior include imperfections in

geometry in combination with plasticity/non-linear stress strain behavior of the column's

material. Consequently, a number of empirical column formulae have been developed to

agree with test data, all of which embody the slenderness ratio. For design, appropriate safety

factors are introduced into these formulae.

2. Self-buckling of columns

A free-standing, vertical column of circular cross-section, with density ρ, Young's modulus

E, and radius r, will buckle under its own weight if its height exceeds a certain critical height:

3. Buckling of surface materials

Buckling is also a failure mode in pavement materials, primarily with concrete, since asphalt

is more flexible. Radiant heat from the sun is absorbed in the road surface, causing it to
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expand, forcing adjacent pieces to push against each other. If the stress is great enough, the

pavement can lift up and crack without warning. Going over a buckled section can be very

jarring to automobile drivers, described as running over a speed hump at highway speeds.

Similarly, railroad tracks also expand when heated, and can fail by buckling. It is more

common for rails to move laterally, often pulling the underlain railroad ties (sleepers) along

with them.

3.1. Energy method

Often it is very difficult to determine the exact buckling load in complex structures

using the Euler formula, due to the difficulty in deciding the constant K. Therefore,

maximum buckling load often is approximated using energy conservation. This way

of deciding maximum buckling load is often referred to as the energy method in

structural analysis. The first step in this method is to suggest a displacement function.

This function must satisfy the most important boundary conditions, such as

displacement and rotation. The more accurate the displacement function, the more

accurate the result. In this method, there are two equations used to calculate the inner

energy and outer energy.

where w(x) is the displacement function and the subscripts "x" and "xx" refer to the

first and second derivatives of the displacement. Energy conservation yields:

AInner = AOuter
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4. Lateral-torsional buckling

A demonstration model

illustrating the effects of

lateral-torsional buckling on

an I-section beam.

When a beam is loaded in

flexure, the compression

side is in compression, and

the tension side is in

tension. If the beam is not supported in the lateral direction (i.e., perpendicular to the plane of

bending), and the flexural load increases to a critical limit, the beam will fail due to lateral

buckling of the compression flange. In wide-flange sections, if the compression flange

buckles laterally, the cross section will also twist in torsion, resulting in a failure mode

known as lateral-torsional buckling.

5. Plastic buckling

Buckling will generally occur slightly before the theoretical buckling strength of a structure,

due to plasticity of the material. When the compressive load is near buckling, the structure

will bow significantly and approach yield. The stress-strain behavior of materials is not

strictly linear even below yield, and the modulus of elasticity decreases as stress increases,

with more rapid change near yield. This lower rigidity reduces the buckling strength of the

structure and causes premature buckling. This is the opposite effect of the plastic bending in

beams, which causes late failure relative to the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation.

6. Dynamic buckling

If the load on the column is applied suddenly and then released, the column can sustain a

load much higher than its static (slowly applied) buckling load. This can happen in a long,

unsupported column (rod) used as a drop hammer. The duration of compression at the impact

end is the time required for a stress wave to travel up the rod to the other (free) end and back
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down as a relief wave. Maximum buckling occurs near the impact end at a wavelength much

shorter than the length of the rod, at a stress many times the buckling stress if the rod were a

statically-loaded column. The critical condition for buckling amplitude to remain less than

about 25 times the effective rod straightness imperfection at the buckle wavelength is

σL = ρc2h

where σ is the impact stress, L is the length of the rod, c is the elastic wave speed, and h is

the smaller lateral dimension of a rectangular rod. Because the buckle wavelength depends

only on σ and h, this same formula holds for thin cylindrical shells of thickness h.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Truss in architecture and structural engineering

 Describe the basic types of Trusses and its uses

Definition/Overview:

Truss: In architecture and structural engineering, a truss is a structure comprising one or more

triangular units constructed with straight slender members whose ends are connected at joints.

Plane truss: A plane truss is one where all the members and joints lie within a 2-dimensional

plane, while a space truss has members and joints extending into 3 dimensions.
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Key Points:

1. Types Of Truss

There are two basic types of truss:

 The pitched truss, or common truss, is characterized by its triangular shape. It is most often used

for roof construction. Some common trusses are named according to their web configuration.

The chord size and web configuration are determined by span, load and spacing.

 The parallel chord truss, or flat truss, gets its name from its parallel top and bottom chords. It is

often used for floor construction.

A combination of the two is a truncated truss, used in hip roof construction. A metal plate-

connected wood truss is a roof or floor truss whose wood members are connected with metal

connector plates.

2. Pratt truss

The Pratt truss was patented in 1844 by two Boston railway engineers; Caleb Pratt and his

son Thomas Willis Pratt. The design uses vertical beams for compression and horizontal

beams to respond to tension. What is remarkable about this style is that it remained popular

even as wood gave way to iron, and even still as iron gave way to steel. The Southern Pacific

Railroad bridge in Tempe, Arizona is a 393 meter (1291 foot) long truss bridge built in 1912.

The structure is composed of nine Pratt truss spans of varying lengths. The bridge is still in

use today.

3. Bow string roof truss

Named for its distinctive shape, thousands of bow strings were used during World War II for

aircraft hangars and other military buildings.
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4. King post truss

One of the simplest truss styles to implement, the king post consists of two angled supports

leaning into a common vertical support.

The queen post truss, sometimes queenpost or queenspost, is similar to a king post truss in

that the outer supports are angled towards the center of the structure. The primary difference

is the horizontal extension at the centre which relies on beam action to provide mechanical

stability. This truss style is only suitable for relatively short spans.

5. Town's lattice truss

American architect Ithiel Town designed Town's Lattice Truss as an alternative to heavy-

timber bridges. His design, patented in 1835, uses easy-to-handle planks arranged diagonally

with short spaces in between them.

6. Vierendeel truss

7. Vierendeel bridge

The Vierendeel truss is a truss where the members are not triangulated but form rectangular

openings, and is a frame with fixed joints that are capable of transferring and resisting

bending moments. Regular trusses comprise members that are commonly assumed to have

pinned joints with the implication that no moments exist at the jointed ends. This style of

truss was named after the Belgian engineer Arthur Vierendeel, who developed the design in

1896. The beauty of this type of truss is that there is no diagonal bracing, the creation of

rectangular openings for windows and doors is simplified and in cases the need for

compensating shear walls is reduced or eliminated. After being damaged by the impact of

plane hitting the building parts of the framed curtain walls of the Twin Towers of the World
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Trade Center resisted collapse by Vierendeel action displayed by the remaining portions of

the frame.

8. Statics of trusses

A truss that is assumed to comprise members that are connected by means of pin joints, and

which is supported at both ends by means of a hinged joints or rollers, is described as being

statically determinate. Newton's Laws apply to the structure as a whole, as well as to each

node or joint. In order for any node that may be subject to an external load or force to remain

static in space, the following conditions must hold: the sums of all horizontal forces, all

vertical forces, as well as all moments acting about the node equal zero. Analysis of these

conditions at each node yields the magnitude of the forces in each member of the truss. These

may be compression or tension forces. Trusses that are supported at more than two positions

are said to be statically indeterminate, and the application of Newton's Laws alone is not

sufficient to determine the member forces. In order for a truss with pin-connected members

to be stable, it must be entirely composed of triangles. In mathematical terms, we have the

following necessary condition for stability:

where m is the total number of truss members, j is the total number of joints and r is the

number of reactions (equal to 3 generally) in a 2-dimensional structure.

When m = 2j − 3, the truss is said to be statically determinate, because the (m+3) internal

member forces and support reactions can then be completely determined by 2j equilibrium

equations, once we know the external loads and the geometry of the truss. Given a certain

number of joints, this is the minimum number of members, in the sense that if any member is

taken out (or fails), then the truss as a whole fails. While the relation (a) is necessary, it is not

sufficient for stability, which also depends on the truss geometry, support conditions and the

load carrying capacity of the members. Some structures are built with more than this
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minimum number of truss members. Those structures may survive even when some of the

members fail. They are called statically indeterminate structures, because their member

forces depend on the relative stiffness of the members, in addition to the equilibrium

condition described.

9. Analysis of trusses

Because the forces in each of its two main girders are essentially planar, a truss is usually

modelled as a two-dimensional plane frame. If there are significant out-of-plane forces, the

structure must be modelled as a three-dimensional space. The analysis of trusses often

assumes that loads are applied to joints only and not at intermediate points along the

members. The weight of the members is often insignificant compared to the applied loads

and so is often omitted. If required, half of the weight of each member may be applied to its

two end joints. Provided the members are long and slender, the moments transmitted through

the joints are negligible and they can be treated as "hinges" or 'pin-joints'. Every member of

the truss is then in pure compression or pure tension shear, bending moment, and other more

complex stresses are all practically zero. This makes trusses easier to analyze. This also

makes trusses physically stronger than other ways of arranging material because nearly every

material can hold a much larger load in tension and compression than in shear, bending,

torsion, or other kinds of force. Structural analysis of trusses of any type can readily be

carried out using a matrix method such as the matrix stiffness method, the flexibility method

or the finite element method.

10. Forces in members

On the right is a simple, statically determinate flat truss with 9 joints and (2 x 9) − 3 = 15

members. External loads are concentrated in the outer joints. Since this is a symmetrical truss

with symmetrical vertical loads, it is clear to see that the reactions at A and B are equal,

vertical and half the total load. The internal forces in the members of the truss can be

calculated in a variety of ways including the graphical methods:

 Cremona diagram
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 Culmann diagram

11. Design of members

A truss can be thought of as a beam where the web consists of a series of separate members

instead of a continuous plate. In the truss, the lower horizontal member (the bottom chord)

and the upper horizontal member (the top chord) carry tension and compression, fulfilling the

same function as the flanges of an I-beam. Which chord carries tension and which carries

compression depends on the overall direction of bending. In the truss pictured above right,

the bottom chord is in tension, and the top chord in compression. The diagonal and vertical

members form the truss web, and carry the shear force. Individually, they are also in tension

and compression, the exact arrangement of forces depending on the type of truss and again

on the direction of bending. In the truss shown above right, the vertical members are in

tension, and the diagonals are in compression. In addition to carrying the static forces, the

members serve additional functions of stabilizing each other, preventing buckling. In the

picture, the top chord is prevented from buckling by the presence of bracing and by the

stiffness of the web members.

The inclusion of the elements shown is largely an engineering decision based upon

economics, being a balance between the costs of raw materials, off-site fabrication,

component transportation, on-site erection, the availability of machinery and the cost of

labor. In other cases the appearance of the structure may take on greater importance and so

influence the design decisions beyond mere matters of economics. Modern materials such as

pre-stressed concrete and fabrication methods, such as automated welding, have significantly

influenced the design of modern bridges. Once the force on each member is known, the next

step is to determine the cross section of the individual truss members. For members under

tension the cross-sectional area A can be found using A = F γ / σy, where F is the force in the

member, γ is a safety factor (typically 1.5 but depending on building codes) and σy is the
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yield tensile strength of the steel used. The members under compression also have to be

designed to be safe against buckling. The weight of a truss member depends directly on its

cross section -- that weight partially determines how strong the other members of the truss

need to be. Giving one member a larger cross section than on a previous iteration requires

giving other members a larger cross section as well, to hold the greater weight of the first

member -- one needs to go through another iteration to find exactly how much greater the

other members need to be. Sometimes the designer goes through several iterations of the

design process to converge on the "right" cross section for each member. On the other hand,

reducing the size of one member from the previous iteration merely makes the other

members have a larger (and more expensive) safety factor than is technically necessary, but

doesn't require another iteration to find a buildable truss. The effect of the weight of the

individual truss members in a large truss, such as a bridge, is usually insignificant compared

to the force of the external loads.

12. Design of joints

After determining the minimum cross section of the members, the last step in the design of a

truss would be detailing of the bolted joints, e.g., involving shear of the bolt connections used

in the joints.
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